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monitoring of large-scale structures. The authors have proposed a large-area electronic consisting of a soft
elastomeric capacitor (SEC) that transduces a structure's strain into a measurable change in capacitance.
Arranged in a network configuration, SECs deployed onto the surface of a structure could be used to
reconstruct strain maps. Several regression methods have been recently developed with the purpose of
reconstructing such maps, but all these algorithms assumed that each SEC measured strain located at its
geometric center. This assumption may not be realistic since an SEC measures the average strain value of the
whole area covered by the sensor. One solution is to reduce the size of each SEC, but this would also increase
the number of required sensors needed to cover the large-scale structure, therefore increasing the need for the
power and data acquisition capabilities. Instead, this study proposes an algorithm that accounts for the
sensor's strain averaging feature by adjusting the strain measurements and constructing a full-field strain map
using the kriging interpolation method. The proposed algorithm fuses the geometry of an SEC sensor into the
strain map reconstruction in order to adaptively adjust the average kriging-estimated strain of the area
monitored by the sensor to the signal. Results show that by considering the sensor geometry, in addition to
the sensor signal and location, the proposed strain map adjustment algorithm is capable of producing more
accurate full-field strain maps than the traditional spatial interpolation method that considered only signal and
location
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Abstract.
Recently, numerous studies have been conducted on flexible skin-like membranes for the
cost effective monitoring of large-scale structures. The authors have proposed a large-area
electronic consisting of a soft elastomeric capacitor (SEC) that transduces a structure’s strain
into a measurable change in capacitance. Arranged in a network configuration, SECs deployed
onto the surface of a structure could be used to reconstruct strain maps. Several regression
methods have been recently developed with the purpose of reconstructing such maps, but all
these algorithms assumed that each SEC measured strain located at its geometric center. This
assumption may not be realistic since an SEC measures the average strain value of the whole
area covered by the sensor. One solution is to reduce the size of each SEC, but this would also
increase the number of required sensors needed to cover the large-scale structure, therefore
increasing the need for the power and data acquisition capabilities. Instead, this study proposes
an algorithm that accounts for the sensor’s strain averaging feature by adjusting the strain
measurements and constructing a full-field strain map using the kriging interpolation method.
The proposed algorithm fuses the geometry of an SEC sensor into the strain map reconstruction
in order to adaptively adjust the average kriging-estimated strain of the area monitored by the
sensor to the signal. Results show that by considering the sensor geometry, in addition to
the sensor signal and location, the proposed strain map adjustment algorithm is capable of
producing more accurate full-field strain maps than the traditional spatial interpolation method
that considered only signal and location.
Keywords: structural health monitoring, capacitive-based sensor, soft elastomeric capacitor,
flexible membrane sensor, additive strain maps, full-field strain maps, sensor fusion
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Fusion of sensor geometry 2
1. Introduction1
Recent advances in sensor technologies have reduced2
the costs associated with the instrumentation of large-3
scale (or mesoscale) structures, including civil, aerospace,4
and energy structures, for structural health monitoring5
applications [1]. This reduction in cost enables the6
deployment of distributed dense sensor networks for direct7
damage sensing over large surfaces. Direct sensing is8
generally considered to be one of the two categories9
of methods used for the detection and localization of10
damage, with the other category being the indirect methods11
[2]. Indirect sensing technologies (e.g. accelerometers)12
and methods involve the measurement of a structure’s13
global condition through an often sparse array of sensors.14
However, the likelihood that a local damage will directly15
affect the signal output of a sensor is low. As a16
consequence, these methods rely on sophisticated data17
analysis and damage detection algorithms. Indirect sensing18
technologies can be sensitive to, and their application19
limited by, noisy measurements, complex structures, and/or20
environmental variations (e.g. humidity and thermal)21
[3, 4]. In contrast, direct sensing methods involve the22
deployment of distributed dense sensor networks that are23
capable of directly inferring damage from a change in a24
signal with only simple, often called "threshold" algorithms25
[5]. Examples of strain-based direct damage sensing26
technologies include fiber-optic sensors, vibrating wire, and27
resistive strain gauges (RSGs). To provide a structure28
with a high probability of detection for cracks and other29
strain field anomalies, a large number of individual sensors30
are required [2, 6, 7, 8]. While mature technologies31
such as fiber-optic sensors or vibrating wires can be32
spatially distributed to increase their damage detection33
resolution, their relatively high costs (including sensors,34
data acquisition (DAQ), and installation) and relative35
bulkiness [9] when mounted on the surface of a structure36
make them less suited for the monitoring of mesoscale37
structures [4, 10].38
The need for spatially distributed strain sensing39
technologies has been recognized by multiple researchers40
and addressed using various techniques. One such41
technique is electrical impedance tomography (EIT) where42
either the electrical conductivity, permittivity, or impedance43
is inferred from the electrical measurements made on the44
surface of a structure. These measurements are then45
used to generate a tomographic image of the component.46
EIT has been used for damage detection in structures by47
measuring the electrical changes in carbon nanotube skins48
[11, 12], copper doped conductive paints [13, 14], or49
through the component itself [15]. While EIT is capable50
of producing a relatively high spatial resolution, it requires51
a high contact density and repeated measurements to solve52
the tomography mapping’s inverse problem. In addition,53
as the analytical solution for the inverse mapping problem54
is difficult (or sometimes impossible) to formulate, the55
finite element or finite difference method must be used 56
to obtain an approximate solution [16]. Despite high 57
spatial resolution capabilities, the requirements for repeated 58
measurements using a variety of contacts and for solving 59
the inverse mapping problem make the EIT technique 60
not well suited for every application. Another electrical 61
tomography technique uses a resistor mesh model to detect 62
and localize damage-induced strain changes in cement 63
doped with multi-walled carbon nanotubes [17]. However, 64
this model-assisted approach requires that damage be 65
located through the use of a searching method that updates 66
the resistor mesh model associated with the structure, thus 67
adding a relatively high computational cost to the approach 68
[18]. Another notable method to collect spatially distributed 69
strain data is the use of optical measurements (e.g. cameras 70
and photocells) leveraging either digital image correlation 71
[19] or photoactive nanocomposites that generate small 72
amounts of light when various levels of strain are reached 73
[20]. While these measurement systems benefit from their 74
being non-contact methods, their requirement of having 75
either a camera or photocell set back from the structure 76
limits their deployment in some applications. 77
The use of large area electronics or sensing skins 78
for the condition assessment of structures is an emerging 79
technology enabling a broad range of sensors and their 80
associated electronics to be integrated onto a single sheet 81
[21, 22]. These sensing skins allow for the easy installation 82
of a high number of discrete sensors over a large-scale 83
surface. The discrete sensors that make up a sensing 84
skin allow for the direct detection and localization of 85
damage. These sensing skins are analogous to biological 86
skin in that they are capable of detecting and localizing 87
damage over a structure’s global area. Various researchers 88
have proposed sensing skins that are self-contained units, 89
with all the sensing, data acquisition, power harvesting, 90
and communications built onto a single flexible sheet. 91
Numerous examples of sensing skins, at various stages of 92
development, have been tested at the laboratory scale. One 93
example is a sensing skin that uses a plurality of traditional 94
RSGs and integrated circuits mounted onto a single flexible 95
substrate [23]. A prototype of this RSG based sensing 96
skin was fabricated where communications between the 97
sensors and integrated circuits was done through conductive 98
and capacitive antennas to provide a low-cost and scalable 99
architecture [24]. Other researchers have looked at using 100
polymer materials doped with carbon nanotubes to form 101
piezoresistive strain sensors [25, 26, 27] that could be 102
combined with electronics to constitute sensing skins. 103
One such example is a fully integrated sensing skin that 104
combined thin film resistive sensors fabricated from a 105
carbon nanotube composite with the required electronics for 106
on-board resistance measurements [28]. Other promising 107
approaches for the realization of large-scale sensing skins 108
include using a CO2 laser to directly write RSGs onto a 109
polyimide film to form graphitic porous sensor arrays that 110
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Fusion of sensor geometry 3
could be easily customizable in shape and size [29] and the111
use of strain sensors printed with conductive ink [30].112
Another sensing skin, being developed by the authors113
of this paper, is based on a densely deployed network of114
low-cost large area capacitor termed the soft elastomeric115
capacitor (SEC) [31]. The SEC is a robust and durable116
sensor [32] that is customizable in both shape and size.117
One particularly useful attribute of the SEC is its capability118
to measure the additive strain of a structure (εx + εy)119
[31]. The individual SEC has been characterized for both120
its static [33] and dynamic [34] behaviors. The sensing121
skin consisting of a network of SEC sensors has been122
used for the generation of full-field uni-directional strain123
maps [35, 36], and for the detection of fatigue cracks in124
steel bridges [37]. Additionally, an SEC-based sensing125
skin has been studied for the detection and localization of126
damage on a wind turbine blade, both numerically [38] and127
experimentally [39].128
Because the SEC is a strain transducing sensor, it129
follows that a network of SECs deployed onto the surface130
of a structure could be used to reconstruct strain maps.131
An approximated full-field additive strain map can be132
reconstructed by assuming that the measurement of each133
SEC is located in the geometric center of the SEC and134
interpolating the measurement points between adjacent135
SECs. Various interpolation methods can be used for this136
task, including radial basis functions [40], cubic splines137
[41], and kriging (or Gaussian process regression) [42].138
As the number and density of SECs deployed over a139
given area increases, the approximated full-field strain140
map will become more accurate due to the capability141
of the SEC network to reproduce more complex strain142
topographies. However, as with any sensing technology,143
an increase in the number of sensors deployed onto a144
structure necessitates increased power, data acquisition145
capabilities, and communication hardware. Therefore, a146
trade-off must be made between the cost (economic and147
technical) associated with a particular sensor density and148
the required strain map resolution. To help reduce the149
severity of this trade-off, this work introduces a robust150
algorithm that fuses the geometry (i.e. the area of the151
sensor) of the SEC sensor into the previously discussed152
strain map interpolation method that relied solely on the153
sensor signal and sensor location.154
The strain map adjustment algorithm works by first155
building a traditional full-field strain map using the SEC156
sensor signals and locations and then interpolating the157
measurement points between the sensors. In this work158
kriging is used as the interpolation method. Next, the159
sensor geometry is fused into the strain map by calculating160
what the signal of each SEC should be using the kriging-161
estimated strain map under the area covered by each162
sensor and adjusting the SEC signal used for training the163
kriging model. Thereafter, the computation iteratively164
adjusts the SEC signal used for training the kriging model165
εy
εz εx
d
l
conductor
SEBS + CB
dielectric
SEBS + TiO2
copper 
contacts
Figure 1. An SEC sensor with key components, dimensions, and axes
annotated.
until the estimated signal from the kriging-derived strain 166
map converges to the actual signal of the SECs. The 167
improvement in full-field strain estimation allows for more 168
accurate damage and strain field anomaly detection. In 169
cases where uni-directional strain maps are needed, this 170
algorithm can be used to improve the accuracy of the 171
additive strain field used in the decomposition task using 172
a previously proposed kriging-based [35] or least-squares- 173
based [36] algorithm. Results show that by considering 174
the sensor geometry, in addition to the sensor signal and 175
location, the proposed strain map adjustment algorithm 176
is capable of producing more accurate full-field strain 177
maps with a given number of sensors than the traditional 178
interpolation method that considered only the sensor signal 179
and location. 180
2. Background 181
This section provides a brief review of the SEC sensor that 182
forms the basis of the SEC-based sensing skin, followed by 183
a brief introduction to the kriging method used in this work. 184
2.1. Soft Elastomeric Capacitor 185
The Soft Elastomeric Capacitor (SEC) is a highly scalable 186
thin-film strain sensor. Figure 1 presents a square SEC with 187
a area of 56 cm2. The sensor is a parallel plate capacitor 188
with its strain sensing principle derived from the fact that 189
a change in area (i.e., strain) of the monitored structure 190
will provoke a measurable change in its capacitance. 191
The fabrication process of the SEC is simple and highly 192
scalable, because it does not require any highly specialized 193
manufacturing or processing equipment. The dielectric of 194
the capacitor is constituted from an SEBS block co-polymer 195
filled with TiO2 to increase both its durability [32, 43] 196
and permittivity [44]. The conductive layers painted onto 197
each side of the SEC sensor are fabricated by doping 198
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Fusion of sensor geometry 4
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for the strain map adjustment algorithm
1: Build and run the initial kriging model.
2: Use the kriging model to calculate the estimated SEC signal.
3: Calculate the difference between the SEC signal and the kriging model’s estimated SEC
signal.
4: while difference > difference threshold do:
5: Add the difference to the SEC signal.
6: Build and run the updated kriging model.
7: Use the updated kriging model to calculate the estimated SEC signal.
8: Calculate the difference between the SEC signal and the kriging model’s estimated
strain.
9: end while
10: Build the final kriging model based on the adjusted SEC signal.
11: Run the final kriging model to develop improved additive strain maps.
the same SEBS but filled carbon black instead of TiO2.199
Carbon black is used as the conductive filler as it allows200
for conductive pathways to form within the SEBS matrix.201
Additionally, it absorbs both UV and visible light [45] and202
has demonstrated resiliency to weathering [32]. Currently,203
electrical connections are made to the painted conductive204
layers of the SEC using copper contacts. To ensure a good205
connection between the copper contact and SEBS-based206
conductive paint, a thin layer of the conductive paint is207
added on top of the copper contacts as denoted in Figure208
1. For more details regarding the manufacturing process of209
the SEC sensors, the interested reader is referred to [31, 34].210
An electro-mechanical model that relates a change in211
area of the monitored structure to a measurable change in212
capacitance can be derived by taking the capacitance (C) of213
a parallel plate capacitor, modeled as a non-lossy parallel214
plate capacitor:215
C = e0er
A
h
(1)216
where e0 = 8.854 pF/m is the vacuum permittivity, er is217
the polymer’s relative permittivity, A = d · l is the sensor218
area of width d and length l (as annotated in Figure 1), and219
h is the thickness of the dielectric. Assuming small strains,220
equation (1) can be written as a change in capacitance (∆C):221
∆C
C
=
∆d
d
+
∆l
l
− ∆h
h
(2)222
where it can be noted that ∆d/d, ∆l/l, and ∆h/h, can be223
expressed as strain components εx, εy, and εz, respectively.224
Assuming a plane stress condition, εz = −ν/(1−ν)·(εx +εy),225
a relative change in capacitance ∆C can be related to a226
change in the sensor’s deformation as:227
∆C
C
= λ(εx + εy) (3)228
where ν is the sensor material’s Poisson’s ratio taken as229
ν ≈ 0.49 [46]. Therefore, λ = 1/(1 − ν) ≈ 2 represents230
the gauge factor of the sensor. A key advantage of the SEC231
is its capability to measure the additive strain of a structure,232
as shown in equation (3).233
2.2. Kriging (Gaussian Process Regression) 234
Kriging (or Gaussian process regression) is a statistical 235
process in which interpolated values are obtained from a 236
spatially dependent set of training data. As a general rule, 237
kriging seeks to predict the value of a function at the point 238
of interest by computing a spatially weighted average of the 239
training points in the neighborhood [42, 47]. The spatial 240
variability of a generalized spatially continuous process at 241
a location x, denoted as Z(x), can be represented as: 242
Z(x) = µ(x) + (x) (4) 243
where µ(x) is the mean value of the process and (x) deals 244
with the small-scale spatial variation in the process. When 245
considering a noisy process, (x) is typically related to 246
the noise (i.e. error) term. In cases where the prediction 247
mean µ(x) varies smoothly, universal kriging (sometimes 248
called kriging with external drifts or regression kriging) 249
is preferred [48]. When considering external drifts and 250
expressing n observations (training points) as z(x1), z(x2), 251
..., z(xn), the value at a new, unsampled location x0 can be 252
predicted as the sum of the drift component (mˆ) plus the 253
residual (eˆ): 254
zˆ(x0) = mˆ(x0) + eˆ(x0) (5) 255
where the drift term mˆ is fit onto an assumed trend term 256
using linear regression. Various trend terms have been used 257
to model the large-scale spatial variations in the sample 258
data and these terms include linear, polynomial, and point 259
logarithmic [49]. This work uses a regional linear trend to 260
estimate the mean value at x0 [50]. The universal kriging 261
predicted value zˆ(x0) can be solved for in a matrix notation 262
as: 263
zˆ(x0) = qT0 · βˆ + λT0 · e (6) 264
where q0 is a vector of the predictors at x0, βˆ is a vector that 265
contains the estimated drift term coefficients, λ0 is a vector 266
of n kriging weights determined by the covariance function, 267
and e is a vector that contains all the regression residuals. 268
The unknown drift term coefficients, βˆ, can be solved for 269
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Fusion of sensor geometry 5
using the generalized least squares technique, formulated270
as:271
βˆ = (qT · C−1 · q)−1 · qT · C−1 · z (7)272
where q is the matrix of the predictors at all observed273
locations, z is the sampled observations, and C is the274
covariance matrix of residuals:275
C =
 C(x1, x2) · · · C(x1, xn)... . . . ...
C(xn, x1) · · · C(xn, xn)
 (8)276
The covariance between point pairs C(xi, x j), sepa-277
rated by a distance d, in the covariance matrix are then es-278
timated using a variogram model. Different forms of vari-279
ogram models (variance functions) have been developed to280
model the spatial correlation in the random space between281
point pairs. Examples of variogram models include the282
Gaussian, exponential, spherical, linear and power models.283
For the purpose of this work, the power model was selected284
due to its simplicity and capability to estimate unbounded285
spatial variances [51]. The power variogram model is ex-286
pressed as s · dα + n, and used to form the piecewise semi-287
variance function γ(d):288
γ(d) =
{
0 d = 0
s · dα + n 0 ≤ d (9)289
290
where s is a scaling factor, α is the exponent (between 1291
and 1.99), and n is the nugget term [50]. The nugget term292
accounts for the “noise” in the measurement as it represents293
the random deviations from the otherwise smooth spatial294
data trend. γ(d) is related with the covariance function for295
a point wise pair as γ(d) = n − C(xi, x j). As represented296
in Equation 9, this work considers measurements that are297
“exact”, meaning that at the training points the variogram298
is forced to be zero (i.e. the predicted values at the299
training points will be equal to the observed values at300
these points). Lastly, considering that the generalized least301
squares accounts for the spatial correlation of residuals,302
Equation 6 can be expressed as:303
zˆ(x0) = qT0 · βˆ + λT0 · (z − q · βˆ) (10)304
Given that various points of interest are sampled with305
sufficient density, the universal kriging process outlined306
here can create a near continuous interpolation of a sampled307
process. More details about the kriging model can be found308
in reference [50]. This work utilized PyKrige, an open309
source kriging toolkit for Python, for the development and310
solving of the universal kriging interpolation models [52].311
3. Strain map adjustment algorithm312
The use of traditional interpolation methods (including313
kriging and radial basis functions) for the estimation of full-314
field strain maps for structures monitored by an SEC-based315
adjusted strain map
difference less
than threshold
SEC signal
adjust SEC signal 
by difference value
SEC
location kriging model
calculate difference
calculate estimated 
SEC signal
SEC
geometry
start
yes
no
Figure 2. Flowchart detailing the strain map adjustment algorithm.
sensing skin only considers the sensor location and signal. 316
For these interpolation methods, the signal of each SEC 317
is deemed to be located at the center of the sensor. The 318
proposed strain map adjustment algorithm improves the 319
accuracy of the full-field strain maps by fusing the sensor 320
geometry, along with the sensor location and signal, into 321
the strain maps. 322
The proposed algorithm maintains the assumption that 323
the signal of the SEC is located at the center of the 324
SEC. However, the additive strain measured by the sensor 325
corresponds to the average strain under the sensing area, 326
and is therefore not equal to the additive strain found at the 327
center. It should also be noted that the discrepancy between 328
these two values increases with either an increase in sensor 329
size or an increase in strain map complexity. The proposed 330
strain map adjustment algorithm is presented as a flowchart 331
in figure 2, described as a pseudocode in algorithm 1, and 332
discussed it what follows. First, a universial kriging model, 333
denoted as UK in the following equations, is trained using 334
the SEC sensor locations ISEC and their measured additive 335
strain data OSEC: 336
ε(x, y) = UK
(
(x, y)|D = {(ISEC,OSEC)}
)
(11) 337
where ε(x, y) is the additive strain at an arbitrary point (x, y). 338
The Gaussian process or kriging model for this arbitrary 339
point is denoted UK((x, y)|D) whereD is the data set used 340
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Fusion of sensor geometry 6
Figure 3. Graphical representation of the first three iterations of the strain map adjustment algorithm for a 1-D pseudo strain data monitored by 5 SECs
with the inset showing a closeup of SEC 3.
for training the model. Considering an SEC sensor location341
i, the average strain value for the area monitored by the342
sensor, written as OSEC,estimatedi , is extracted from the 2-D343
additive strain field ε(x, y) such that:344
OSEC,estimatedi =
1
n
n∑
z=1
ε(xz, yz) (12)345
where n is the number of strain points under the SEC346
sensor i that are sampled from the kriging model. Next,347
the difference between the measured strain for a sensor348
(OSECi ) and the strain estimated by the kriging model at that349
location (OSEC,estimatedi ) is given by:350
ξi = OSECi − OSEC,estimatedi (13)351
Once ξi has been solved for, it is used to update the strain352
value measured by the sensor (OSECi ) and create an adjusted353
SEC signal value:354
OSEC,adjustedi = O
SEC
i + ξi (14)355
Combining OSEC,adjustedi for all sensors in the sensing skin356
yields the vector OSEC,adjusted. These adjusted strain values,357
resulting from a fusion of SEC signals, locations, and358
geometries, are used to train a new kriging model:359
ε(x, y) = UK
(
(x, y)|D = {(ISEC,OSEC,adjusted)}
)
(15)360
and therefore, a new additive strain field ε(x, y). This361
process of obtaining estimated SEC strain signals from the362
kriging-estimated strain field, adjusting the SEC signals363
based on the difference between the real and estimated 364
signals, and resolving the kriging-estimated strain field 365
based on the adjusted signals is repeated until a stop 366
condition is met. In this work, the stop condition requires 367
every ξi to fall below 0.1 µε. 368
A graphical representation of the strain map adjust- 369
ment algorithm for a simplified 1-D case is presented in 370
figure 3. This 1-D pseudo strain data was created to rep- 371
resent a relatively complex strain topography that is moni- 372
tored by five SECs. The measurement of each SEC is the 373
mean strain over the area monitored by the SEC. The real 374
strain distribution is represented by the thin black line with 375
the real strain value at the center of the SEC denoted by 376
the filled black circles. The geometric transition from one 377
SEC to another is denoted by the dotted vertical line. The 378
strain map adjustment algorithm starts with the strain value 379
measured by the ith SEC from the real strain distribution to 380
form the data point OSECi . For the purpose of this simplified 381
1-D case, this measurement is obtained without consider- 382
ing any noise in the signal and is represented by the hollow 383
black circle in figure 3. These strain measurements can be 384
observed to correctly estimate the strain value at the center 385
of the sensor for sensor locations that monitor linear strain 386
distributions (i.e. SECs 1, 4, and 5) while either overesti- 387
mating or underestimating the strain value for locations that 388
monitor more complex strain distributions (i.e. SECs 2 and 389
4). Once the SEC measurements have been obtained, a krig- 390
ing model is generated that uses the SEC-measured strain as 391
the input for the model, this model is than densely sampled 392
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RSG & LVDT DAQ
SEC DAQ pin
loading
connection
SEC RSG roller
aluminum bar
LVDT
Figure 4. Experimental setup used as the basis for the numerical validation
and for generating experimental data used in this work.
over the entire distance to create a near continuous strain393
distribution as represented by the dashed blue line. Note394
that the model goes through the data points used in training395
the model and as such this initially estimated strain distribu-396
tion can be observed to overestimate the strain at SEC 2 and397
underestimate the strain at SEC 3. Now the estimated SEC398
signal (OSEC,estimatedi ) is obtained from the densely sampled399
initial kriging model, and for i = 3 (SEC 3), this value is400
shown as a blue x in the inset of figure 3. Next the dif-401
ference between OSECi and O
SEC,estimated
i can be calculated402
from Equation 13 and used to adjust the SEC signal used403
in training the adjusted kriging model (or the next adjusted404
SEC signal in the case of additional iterations) as denoted405
in Equation 14. This newly adjusted SEC signal is repre-406
sented by an orange filled circle in the inset of figure 3 and407
is termed the 1st adjusted SEC signal. This process is re-408
peated until the adjusted SEC signal converges to the mea-409
sured SEC signal. These adjusted SEC signals, which are410
closer to the real strain values at the center of the SEC, can411
then be used to generate kriging models that better repro-412
duce the shape of the strain topology over the entire area of413
interest. For this example, only two iterations are required414
to generate a kriging model that shows a marked improve-415
ment over the original kriging-estimated strain topography416
as shown by the dotted green line in figure 3.417
4. Methodology418
This section starts by introducing the experimental test419
setup that forms the basis for both the numerical validation420
and experimental verification performed in this work.421
After, a brief noise quantification study is performed on422
an SEC from the experimental setup to provide realistic423
noise characteristics for the numerical study. Lastly, the424
numerical and experimental studies are presented.425
4.1. Experimental setup426
The strain map adjustment algorithm presented in this427
work is numerically validated and experimentally verified428
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Figure 5. Experimental data for a sensor on the experimental test setup
used showing: (a) dynamic response for a sinusoidal input load; (b) static
response for a constant load; and (c) q-q plot of the static load compared
to a normal distribution.
using the configuration shown in figure 4. The numerical 429
investigation is conducted on an FEA model of the plate 430
for a variety of sensor layouts. The experimental test setup 431
consists of a fiberglass plate with a geometry of 500 × 432
900 × 2.6 mm3. The plate is driven by a stepper motor 433
mounted under the plate and connected to the plate through 434
a series of mechanical linkages. The left-hand side of the 435
plate is bolted to an aluminum support (12.7 × 76.2 × 500 436
mm3). This bolted connection forms a rigid connection 437
that was added to eliminate strain complexities from a 438
direct connection of the hinge to the fiberglass plate. This 439
rigid connection is attached to the frame through a pinned 440
connection. The right-hand side of the plate is restrained in 441
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A B
C
DE F G
aluminum bar fiberglass plate roller
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the experimental plate with the
identifiers (A-F) used for annotating the loading points for the ten load
cases presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Parameters used in constructing the FEA model.
parameter value
elements total 298,065
elements type linear brick
Abaqus element type C3D8R
elements (aluminum connection) 32,340
elements (fiberglass plate) 265,725
element nodes 8
element integration points 1
Young’s Modulus (aluminum) 68.9 GPa
Young’s Modulus (fiberglass) 15 GPa
Poisson’s ratio (aluminum) 0.33
Poisson’s ratio (fiberglass) 0.21
density (aluminum) 2,700 kg/m3
density (fiberglass) 2,100 kg/m3
plate dimensions 500 × 900 × 3.18 mm3
the vertical direction by a roller. This roller consists of two442
lightly greased rods of diameter 12.7 mm mounted on both443
the top and bottom of the plate. This experimental setup444
was previously used in a study related to developing uni-445
directional strain maps from the SEC-based sensing skin446
[35].447
4.2. SEC noise quantification448
A noise signature is extracted from the experimental test449
setup for the SEC sensor just to the left of the loading point450
in Figure 4 for the purpose of evaluating the robustness of451
the strain map adjustment algorithm with respect to noise.452
The SEC was selected at this location as it experienced a453
relatively high level of strain during dynamic testing and454
the length of the cable connecting the SEC sensor to the455
DAQ is of average length. Figure 5 presents the data for456
the single sensor under a dynamic (Figure 5(a)) and static457
(Figure 5(b)) load case. The experimental data for the static458
load case, sampled at 17 samples per second, was found459
to have a standard deviation of σ = 32 µε. The red line460
in Figure 5(b) is the best-fit linear regression of the data 461
over the 60-second test. In total, the data was found to 462
drift 4.12 µε with r− and p-values of -0.056 and 0.048 463
respectively. The capability of a normal distribution to 464
effectively estimate the SEC signal noise is demonstrated 465
by the q-q plot presented in Figure 5(c). Therefore, a noise 466
with a normal distribution and a standard deviation of σ = 467
32 µε is deemed appropriate for conducting simulations of 468
the strain map adjustment algorithm with respect to noise. 469
4.3. Numerical validation 470
Numerical validation of the strain map adjustment algo- 471
rithm is performed using 10 load cases of varying com- 472
plexities applied to an Abaqus FEA model of the experi- 473
mental test setup [53]. The FEA model was designed to 474
replicate the experimental test setup. In addition to mod- 475
eling the fiberglass plate, the FEA model also considers 476
the rigid aluminum connection on the left-hand side of the 477
plate. The model is constructed of 298,065 linear brick el- 478
ements, each with eight-nodes and one integration point. 479
This model configuration was found to have an error of less 480
than 1% when compared to a densely-meshed (1.2 million 481
elements) version of the same FEA model. In the fiber- 482
glass plate, nine elements are used through its thickness to 483
prevent shear locking. The plate’s connection, pinned on 484
the left-hand side and a roller on the right-hand side, were 485
modeled as ideal connections. The material properties of 486
the fiberglass were obtained experimentally while the prop- 487
erties of the aluminum were taken from the material’s data 488
sheet supplied by the distributor. The key parameters of the 489
FEA model are listed in Table 1. 490
The 10 loading cases are presented using figure 6 and 491
table 2 where figure 6 details the locations of the seven 492
loading location identifiers (A-F) consisting of four loading 493
points (A-D) and three uniform loading conditions (E-G). 494
Table 2 lists the displacement for each of the identifiers for 495
the 10 load cases considered. In the case that a specific 496
location is unused for a load case, its correlating position 497
Table 2. Displacements associated with the identifiers (A-F) from figure 6
for the 10 loading conditions considered for this study
displacement (mm)
A B C D E F G
load case 1 5
load case 2 5
load case 3 0 5
load case 4 5
load case 5 5 0
load case 6 5
load case 7 5
load case 8 5
load case 9 5 5
load case 10 5 0 5
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Figure 7. Additive strain maps, generated by the FEA model, for the ten load cases used in the numerical analysis portion of this work. Numerical values
for the maximum compressive and tensile strains are listed in Table 3.
aluminum bar fiberglass plate SEC unmonitored 
Figure 8. SEC-based sensing skin layouts with: (a) six SECs; (b) 28 SECs;
and (c) 45 SECs.
Table 3. Values associated with the maximum compressive and tensile
strain for the load cases presented in figure 7.
maximum compressive
strain (µε)
maximum tensile
strain (µε)
load case 1 -1572 1572
load case 2 -1938 1938
load case 3 -7160 7160
load case 4 -1135 1135
load case 5 -1965 1965
load case 6 -1043 1043
load case 7 -907 907
load case 8 -1266 1266
load case 9 -1239 1239
load case 10 -6797 6797
in table 2 is left empty. A displacement of zero denotes a 498
loading point that is fixed at 0 mm of displacement. The 499
strain maps produced for these 10 load cases are shown 500
in figure 7. These load cases were selected to develop 501
strain maps that produced varying amounts of asymmetry 502
and strain map complexity. For each load case, the strain 503
maps are normalized to either their maximum compressive 504
or tensile strain values to help the visualization of results 505
such that the no strain condition is the same color for each 506
plot. The values associated with the maximum compressive 507
and tensile strain for the load cases are listed in table 3. 508
The numerical validation also investigated the effect 509
of changing sensor densities on the accuracy of both the 510
traditional kriging and adjusted kriging strain maps. To 511
do this, an algorithm was formulated that covered the 512
monitored area of the fiberglass plate with an evenly spaced 513
grid of square SEC sensors. This algorithm started with 514
six sensors and progressively added square sensors to the 515
fiberglass plate by reducing the size of each individual 516
sensor. Every combination of square sensors arranged in 517
a rectangular grid formed from six to 500 sensors was 518
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loading connection
added mass location
SEC
RSG
Figure 9. SEC and RSG layout of the experimental test setup used for
experimental validation.
considered, with a total of 39 different grid configurations519
considered. Figure 8 shows the SEC sensor layouts for three520
different sensor densities. As the strain map adjustment521
algorithm seeks to only update the strain value at the center522
of each SEC, the spaces between the SECs do not have523
a direct effect on the strain map interpolations. However,524
this unmonitored area does have a secondary effect on525
the performance of the algorithm as an area that is not526
monitored by a sensor will not be fused into the adjusted527
additive strain map. For uniformity, this work considers528
only SEC sensors of a square geometry. The investigation529
of other dense sensor network configurations, including530
those with non-uniform sensor densities, geometries, and531
sizes, are beyond the scope of this introductory work.532
4.4. Experimental verification533
The experimental verification for the strain map adjustment534
algorithm was performed using a network of 40 SECs535
deployed as a grid onto the fiberglass plate. The layout536
of these SECs is presented in figure 9. In addition to the537
40 SECs, 20 RSGs were deployed onto the fiberglass plate538
for the purpose of validating the strain map adjustment539
algorithm at various locations on the plate. The RSGs540
(model #FCA-5-350-11-3LJBT, manufactured by Tokyo541
Sokki Kenkyujo) were deployed in pairs, each individually542
measuring εx and εy. The 40 SECs were deployed in a 5543
× 8 grid array, each monitoring an area of 38 × 38 mm2.544
The DAQ system consists of 10 custom-built capacitance545
measurement devices (annotated as SEC DAQ in figure 4)546
that also generate an active shield for the cable that removes547
the parasitic capacitance found in the cable. In addition548
to these devices, a chassis (cDAQ-9178, manufactured by549
National Instruments) was used to hold three quarter bridge550
analog input (NI-9236) modules for measuring the RSGs,551
an analog input module (NI-9205) for measuring the LVDT,552
and a digital output module (NI-9472) for sourcing a trigger553
to ensure the SEC and RSG data is sampled simultaneously.554
Additionally, an LVDT (model #0244, manufactured by555
Trans-Tek) was mounted to the plate to record the plates 556
center displacement. All the data sources were measured 557
at 17 samples per second. Lastly, to remove the high- 558
frequency noise found in the SEC signal, a fifth-order 559
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz was 560
used. The effects of this filtering can be seen in figure 5(a). 561
No filtering was needed for either the RSG or LVDT data. 562
The experimental validation considered two experi- 563
mental load cases. First, load case 1 (similar to load case 564
1 in the numerical investigation) is used to verify the strain 565
map adjustment algorithm for a relatively simple load case. 566
This load case is produced at the center of the plate by the 567
stepper motor located under the plate. The plate is displaced 568
5 mm from its initial condition harmonically at 0.25 Hz. 569
Second, an asymmetric load is generated to verify the strain 570
map adjustment algorithm under a more complex loading 571
condition. To generate this asymmetric load, a 0.5 kg mass 572
is added at the center of the plate along its top edge (see 573
Figure 9) then the plate is excited using the stepper motor 574
in the same manner as load case 1. For both cases, the ex- 575
perimental data is investigated over two complete cycles. 576
5. Results 577
This section presents the results from both the numerical 578
and experimental studies. First, a detailed evaluation of 579
the strain map adjustment algorithm for load case 4 is 580
presented, followed by a discussion on the results for all ten 581
load cases. Lastly, the experimental results are discussed. 582
5.1. Numerical validation 583
Results for the strain map adjustment algorithm for load 584
case 4, monitored with 28 SECs as shown in figure 8(b), are 585
presented in figure 10. The combination of load case 4 with 586
28 SECs was selected due to its capability to demonstrate 587
both portions of the strain field where the strain map 588
adjustment algorithm improves the accuracy of the strain 589
map (i.e. near the load case) and portions where its benefit 590
is less obvious (i.e. portions the strain topography that 591
are relatively simple). To expand, figure 10 presents both 592
the plate’s real strain map and its kriging-estimated strain 593
maps using the traditional kriging method (figure 10(a)) 594
and the strain map adjustment algorithm (figure 10(b)). 595
Figure 10(c) reports the RMSE error between the real strain 596
map and that estimated using the strain map adjustment 597
algorithm over each successive iteration of the algorithm. 598
In figure 10(c) the initial condition is the strain map 599
generated using a traditional kriging method (figure 10(a)) 600
and therefore does not incorporate the sensor geometry into 601
the strain map interpolation. Conversely, the strain map for 602
iteration 16 (figure 10(b)) incorporates the sensor geometry 603
into the reconstructed strain maps. The inset in figure 604
10(c) shows the reduction in strain map reconstruction error 605
(measured as µε) by the strain map adjustment algorithm 606
(figure 10(b)) over the traditional kriging method (figure 607
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Figure 10. Strain maps generated for load case 4: (a) using the traditional
kriging method; (b) using the strain map adjustment algorithm; and (c)
showing the RMSE as a function of number of iterations for the strain
map adjustment algorithm where the inset shows the improvement in strain
between the traditional kriging method and the proposed algorithm.
10(a)). The strain map adjustment algorithm generates a 608
considerable improvement near the loading point at the top 609
center of the plate where the traditional kriging method 610
underestimates the real strain value. Furthermore, the 611
algorithm generally improves the accuracy of the strain map 612
over the entire plate. 613
Figure 11 reports the results for the ten cases used in 614
the numerical validation in terms of the root mean squared 615
error (RMSE) where the error is measured at every point 616
of the strain map. Results are reported for the RMSE from 617
both the traditional kriging method and for the strain map 618
adjustment algorithm. These results are reported with and 619
without noise added to the system. Overall, the strain maps 620
developed using the strain map adjustment algorithm have 621
less error than those developed using the traditional method. 622
A few notable results for some specific load cases are as 623
follows. First, it should be noted that in every load case 624
considered for the no-noise conditions the adjusted strain 625
maps are capable of achieving a level of error that would 626
require far more sensors than if the strain map adjustment 627
algorithm was not used. When noise was added to the 628
sensor signal and for loading conditions that developed low 629
levels of strain (e.g. load cases 1, 4, and 7), the benefit 630
of using the strain map adjustment algorithm for a given 631
number of SECs was reduced but never worst than the 632
traditional kriging method’s error levels. Next, it can be 633
noticed that load cases 4 and 5 experience an increase in 634
error for an increase in the number of sensors deployed in 635
the dense sensor network before leveling out once a certain 636
number of sensors are used. This increase in RMSE for load 637
cases 4 and 5 come from the very center of the plate where 638
the kriging method underestimates the peak strain value due 639
to sensors being positioned right on top of this high strain 640
concentration. However, in both of these cases, the strain 641
map adjustment algorithm is capable of compensating for 642
this concentrated strain location. 643
5.2. Experimental verification 644
The experimental results for the 40 sensors deployed on 645
the experimental test setup are presented in figure 12. The 646
strain maps in figure 12(a) report the full-field strain maps 647
developed using the strain map adjustment algorithms for 648
both load cases. For the experimental study the RMSE 649
is measured at the 20 RSG locations on the plate. The 650
RSGs are used for this task due to their higher accuracy 651
when compared to the SECs, and capability to measure 652
the additive strain at any location when their signals are 653
added together. As expected, the RMSE for both load cases 654
generally increases when the displacement is increasing and 655
is near either its maximum upward or maximum downward 656
displacement. Load case 1 (figure 12(b)) does report lower 657
error values than load case 2 12(c)). This increase in the 658
error for load case 2 is to be expected given the general 659
increase in the complexity of the strain topography for load 660
case 2, as seen in figure 12(a). Additionally, for two brief 661
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Figure 11. RMSE results for both the traditional kriging and the adjusted kriging methods for all ten load cases, considered both with and without noise.
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Figure 12. Temporal RMSE results for the 0.25 Hz loading condition under the experimental: (a) load case 1; and (b) load case 2. This figure appears as
a video in the online version of this paper.
moments in load case 2 around 3.4 and 7.4 seconds, the662
adjusted strain map reports a higher level of error than those663
generated using the traditional kriging methods. This can664
be attributed to the relatively small number of RSG gauges665
used for quantifying the error of the full-field strain maps.666
6. Conclusion667
This work proposed an algorithm that fuses the locations of668
strain sensors, their signals, and the geometry of a network669
of sensor constituting a sensing skin into an approximated670
full-field strain map. These sensors, termed the soft671
elastomeric capacitors (SECs), are a large-area electronic672
that are capable of covering large areas at low costs. Given673
that each SEC measures the summation of a structure’s674
orthogonal strains (i.e. εx + εy), the SECs deployed in675
a network configuration are capable of reproducing the 676
full-field additive strain map of a structure. These full- 677
field strain maps can then be used to extract physics-based 678
features for real-time condition assessment. Examples of 679
the physics-based features include changes in strain maps 680
and deflection shapes. 681
The proposed algorithm improves the quality of these 682
full-field strain maps by fusing the sensor size into a 683
traditional strain field interpolation that only uses the 684
sensor location and signal. This work used kriging as 685
the interpolation method. However, other interpolation 686
methods including cubic splines and radial bias functions 687
could also be used. The improvement in the additive 688
full-field strain map generation is accomplished through 689
iterative adjustments to the measured SEC signal used as the 690
input to the kriging model until the measured SEC signal 691
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matches the SEC signal estimated using the kriging model.692
Therefore, the newly proposed algorithm fuses data from693
the SEC’s location, signal, and geometry to produce a full-694
field strain map. Results from numerical and experimental695
investigations show that the proposed strain map adjustment696
algorithm is capable of generating improved full-field strain697
maps over those produced using the traditional kriging698
method.699
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